Special Bulk Rate • Brébeuf Pew Edition

• Those who order forty (40) or more copies of the Brébeuf pew edition can take advantage of the special bulk rate of $25.99 per book!

• Send an email with “bulk discount” in your subject to liturgical.institute@gmail.com to take advantage!

• Carefully examine a single copy before purchasing multiple copies. All sales are final.

Reminder:
The average Catholic parish spends about $7,000 per year on missalettes tossed in the garbage every few months. On the contrary, the Brébeuf pew edition (932 pages) is hardcover—of the highest quality, with sewn binding—and will last for decades.

The distinguishing characteristics of the Saint Jean de Brébeuf Hymnal are simple (yet dignified) melodies, theologically rich texts, an emphasis on translations by Catholic priests and bishops, and an elegant page layout which required five years to produce. It has been welcomed by serious Catholics who reject frivolous melodies and theologically questionable texts.